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Behavioural science in the era of Covid
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Behavioural science: Covid and beyond

Behavioural & Social 
Science

Need for Behavioural 
and Social Science
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BSSPH Strategy: Capacity Building

BSSPH strategy highlights the 
importance of capacity 
building in BSS over the next 
five years

‘The development of knowledge, 
skills, commitment, structures, 
systems and leadership to enable 
effective health promotion… with 
actions to improve the health at 
three levels…(World Health 
Organisation)

Knowledge 
and skills

Support and 
infrastructure

Cohesiveness 
and 

partnerships
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Approaches to capacity building

Training

(e.g. MSc Behaviour 
Change, UCL & 

Derby)

Technical 
Assistance 

(e.g. Consultancy 
from HPX)

Knowledge 
Networks 

(e.g. BHPHN)

Professional 
Coaching 

(e.g. Mentoring)
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Bridging the gap during Covid

Behavioural & Social 
Science

Need for Behavioural 
and Social Science

Technical Assistance
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Closing the gap the gap

Behavioural Scientists Local AuthoritiesFrameworks
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Behaviour Change Wheel

• Systematic literature review identified 19 
existing frameworks

• Synthesis into a new framework

• Model of behaviour at the hub of a wheel

• 9 intervention functions
each include one or more behaviour change techniques

• 7 policy categories
that could enable or support these interventions to occur

• A step-by-step, transparent, systematic approach to intervention design 

Michie et al (2011) The Behaviour Change Wheel: a new method for characterising and designing 
behaviour change interventions, Implementation Science.
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Uses of the BCW framework and tools

•Understand behaviour in complex systems

•Design behaviour change interventions from scratch

•Modify existing behaviour change interventions

•Choose between different policy options

•Identify how existing behaviour changes work (and why they 
might not be working)

•Understanding whether there is a match been current 
approaches to changing a behaviour and the determinants of 
behaviour
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Achieving Behaviour Change (ABC) Guides

•Brief, user-friendly guide to support the use of 
BCW framework within:

–Local government
–National government

•Part of the BSSPH strategy – an initiative to make 
behavioural science more available and useable

•Builds on the original BCW publication, with 
examples of application specific to local government

•Additional tools to support use of concepts:
–APEASE matrices
–Elaboration of COM-B questions
–Behavioural Systems Mapping (National Guide)
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Additional tools: Assessment

•Guidance on how to use the APEASE 
criteria at each stage in the development, 
evaluation and modification of 
interventions

•APEASE grid; a structured method for 
using the APEASE criteria to choose 
between different intervention options
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Additional questions to support COM-B 
diagnosis
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Introduction to Behavioural Systems 
Mapping (National Guide)

Local
Authorities

Local Health
Board

Local
planning unit

Building
Controllers

Professional
trade bodies

Professional
design bodies

Installers (usually
local builders)

Welsh
Government

UK
Government

Merchants

Retrofit
designers

Development
Bank of Wales

Banks and
building societies

EU drivers

Technology
suppliers

Establish / revise
enforceable standards

Check appropriateness
and quality of installed

measure

Check planned
measures meet

standards

Instruct local planners to
set a range of locally
acceptable measures

Set a range of locally
acceptable measures

Provide funding to LA to increase
capacity for enforcement and
budget to support local supply

chain

Inform owner/landlord of the
need to make a change to

their property within a deadline

Minimum Engery
Efficiency Standards

(MEES)

Identify measures
required for specific

property

Building
passport

Interpret building
passport

Submit retrofit plans
for planning permission

Measures include
workable and buildable

details

Quality of
installation

Time-efficiency of
installation

Trust in
installer

Carry out
installation of

measures

Word of
mouth

Retrofit skills of local
installation workforce

Commit to carrying out
installation of measures

Assurance standards
will remain consistent

over time

Provide / finance training
for local installation

workforce

Availability of local
stock required for

measures

Legislate to ensure Welsh
standards are protected from
changes by UK Government

Purchase stock
centrally to supply local

merchants

Central data
warehouse

Identify properties
requiring

decarbonisation

Trigger message to owners
that home improvement is

needed / due

Provide a source of
low-cost finance

Strong economic case for
providing grants and loans

for home improvement

Restrictions from
Owner-Occupier on when
installation can be carried

out

UKCCC
targets

Design a joined-up and
sustained approach to

decarbonisation

Feasibility of aligning
Wales/UK funding

streams

Embed
decarbonisation in all

areas of work

Strengthen
regulations and

laws

Decide to improve
EE of property

Owner-Occupier's
awareness of

decarbonisation

Owner-Occupier's
motivation to improve

EE of property

Social marketing campaigns
to increase awareness of

decarbonisation

Potential bill savings
from EE improvements

Contract a local
installer

Serve HHSRS
improvement notice to

landlord

Invest in relevant
retrofit skills

Provide training,
education and upskilling

to installers

Release mortgage, loan
or grant easily to
property owner

Range of EE
products on the

market

Advice portal

Assess HHSRS health
standard of properties in

local area

LA budget and
capacity

Approve planned
measures

Speed of
planning approval

Pressure to house
homeless people from own

and neighbouring areas

Carry out value
assessment of installing

EE improvements

Plans for other home
improvement work

Affordability of EE
improvements

Explore EE
improvement options

and benefits

Media

Social norms

EE comparison
sites

Existing sources of EE
advice (e.g. Age

Concern)

Desire to invest in
value of property

Monitor home running
costs (e.g. heating bill)

Learn to use EE
improvements properly

(e.g. control thermostat)

Reduction in home
energy use and running

costs
Word-of
-mouth

Marketing of
financial products

Access
finance

Deadlines for completing
EE improvements /
receiving incentives

Physical constraints of
property (e.g. space

available)

EE Consumer
advice service

Regulator of
consumer advice

Consumer advice
regulations

Peer group

Family and
friends

Owner-Occupiers
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Guidance on how to analyse why current 
intervention strategies may or may not work
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Dr. Michelle Constable
Head of Behaviour Change 
Unit, HCC
UCL Centre for Behaviour 
Change
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Developing science capacity in Herts

Training

Training in BCW approach 
for core BCU staff and 

colleagues

Technical 
Assistance 

Consultancy from CBC to 
increase translation of 
training into practice

Professional 
Coaching 

Ongoing support for 2 years
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Learnings from Herts-BCU collaboration
• Ongoing support is very helpful for increasing training into practice

• Creation of specific tools (e.g. BCW matrix) to support rapid response of 
behavioural analyses

• Need to think about how to translate behavioural science effectively to 
the target audience (e.g. do they need to know the science, or simply the 
reccomendations?)

• Importance of an overarching framework for behavioural science work 
(e.g. resilience)

• Possible to use Behaviour Change Wheel process rapidly to meet the 
demands of a constantly evolving situation

• Plan to evaluate the BCU within Herts as a complex intervention


